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NOTATIONS: Given a set of groups {Gi: i E I>, we denote the direct 
product of these groups by PiEIGi and the direct sum by GGIGt; GI 
denotes PiEIG and G(I) denotes zislG; if 9 is an ultrafilter on I, then 
P~.~GJ% will denote the ultraproduct of the 4’s over 9 and GIl9 the 
ultrapower of G over 9. Let w be the smallest infinite cardinal. For an 
infinite cardinal 01, 01+ will denote the least cardinal larger than 01, and 
cf (a) will denote the cofinality of 0~. Where f is a function from A into 
B and M 2 A, f r M will denote the restriction of f to M. The notation 
(fa)aC~ will be used to denote the function f having domain I and 
functional values fa for 01 E 1. Given a set X, Sym (X) will denote the 
symmetric group on X and /XI will denote the cardinality of X; for 
oESym(X), M,={xEX:OX#X} and P,=X-M,; for ol<jX/+, 
Sym (X, a) = {o E Sym (X): IM,/ <a}. For an element x of a group G, o(x) 
will denote the order of x, and if H is a subset of G, then DgG(H) will 
denote the subgroup of G generated by H. 
In this paper we continue the investigation of which groups can be 
embedded into the groups Sym (X, 0~) where X is an infinite set and 
cx < 1x1+, and which groups can be embedded into quotients, direct 
products, and ultrapowers of these groups. Many results are already 
known in this area, perhaps most notable the results of IIE BRUIJN [l], [2] 
and MC KENZIE [4]. Recently SHELAH [B] has shown that a free group 
of cardinality ?,> o can be embedded into Sym (DI, p) iff for some S<g, 
2”>il. Also in SCOTT [S] one can find a survey of other known results. 
In theorem 3 below, given infinite cardinals 01, /3, y we present sufficient 
conditions for Sym (a, cf (y)) to be embeddable into Sym (p, y+)/Sym (p, y), 
and using this result we obtain a partial solution to a problem in [5]. 
THEOREM 1. Given any infinite group G there exists a set I with 
/I]= IGI and an ultrafilter 9 on I such that G can be embedded into 
Sym (o)I/F. 
PROOF. Let G be an infinite group and let (Gi)del be the set of its 
finitely-generated subgroups, then II]= IG]. From theorem 1.15 of [3] we 
know that there exists an ultrafilter 9 on I such that G can be embedded 
into Pi,,Gi/cF. The result then follows from Cayley’s theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. If I is any set, then for infinite cardinals 01, ,8, Sym (a+, ,8) 
is not embeddable into Sym (&)I. 
PROOF. This theorem is a generalization of theorem 5.1 in [l] which 
states that Sym (DL, p) is not embeddable into Sym (y) when CL> y. In the 
proof of this theorem it was shown that Sym (LX) does not contain 0~+ 
elements {rsII : 7 < a+> satisfying 
i.) o(orl)= 2 for all ~<a+, 
ii.) o(a,4=3 for q,v<o1+ with q#v, 
iii.) o(o,,o,~~~s) = 5 for distinct 7, v, ,u, 6 < 01+. 
For the proof of theorem 2 we may assume p= (o. By way of contra- 
diction suppose Sym (01+, o) is embeddable into Sym (a)‘. For O<q< oc+ 
let aQ be the 2-cycle (0,~). Clearly (aV: “17 <LX+) satisfies conditions i.)-iii.) 
together with the following condition 
iv.) ohpql a a a a q2 ‘13 q4 q5 )=7 for distinct pi, i=O, . . . . 5. 
Thus, there is a set T = {trl: 7 <LX+} _C Sym (&)I such that ITI = LX+, tq# zv 
for q#v and T satisfies conditions i.)-iv.). For 17 <LX+ let z,,= ($&I. If e 
is the identity of Sym (a), we can choose v E I such that yk! # e, yt# y:, 
yt #e, since if for every v E I at least one of these were equality, then ii.) 
would be contradicted. Since (~J!y$~=e we have $# e for all 7 <a+. Set 
A={$: ~<a+}, then if /Al=&+ choose B c,4 with IBI=a+ and &,&#e 
for all cq, cy E B with r#v. If ca, [s, (8, cl E B, then o([&&[~) = 5, for 
otherwise LX&X&& = M,, f or all CC, 5, E B, but this has order 1 or 7 
by iv.) and order 3 by ii.). Thus B satisfies i.)-iii.) contradicting the work 
of DE BRUIJN. On the other hand if (Al < oc+, then there is a y E Sym (a) 
such that yZo= $1 = $2 = y for distinct 70, g, ~2 < 01+. Recalling that y: # yi 
we know that /Al > 2, so we can choose olo<ol+ such that yP# y, and 
clearly 010 is distinct from ~0, 71, 7s. Since o(zaO~‘lOz’I1~rlz) =5 we have 
0($?$$92?2)~5, hence o(yPy) =o(yy”oy3))5. But o(ra,r,J = 3, so o(yPyP)/3, 
hence o(yPy) = 1 and y = $3 contrary to the choice of $3. 
THEOREM 3. Let m, n, 21 be infinite cardinals and let A(m, n, p) stand 
for: there is a family 9 contained in the power set of m such that 191 =n, 
IX/ =p for all X E 9, and for all X, Y E 9 with X# Y, IX n Y/ <p. If 
A(m, n, p), then Sym (n, cf (p)) is embeddable into Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p). 
PROOF. Assume A(m, n, p) where 9= (Y,: a <n> with all the elements 
of 9 distinct; let Y,= {x~)~<~ for 01 <n where all the elements in each 
Y, are distinct. For r Cn set Yr= u~,~~P,~+~Y~ n YI; for p<p set 
B;=(x$: 1 E r}; set ~@‘={Bfi: Bin Yr=O}; set Zr= u JC@, set Vr= 
= {b: Bf; E $“}, and set Wr= u {Bi: Bi n Yr# 01. Using these defi- 
nitions it is easy to show 
(1) If r’ C n, then for x E Zr there is a unique 1 E I’ and a unique ,8<~ 
such that x=x;. 
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For B E Sym (n, cf (p)) and p E V Ma define G’z : m + m by Gzxi= x$ 
when x = xi E BP and Czx = x when x E m-BP. By (1) Cz is well-defined 
and 1 - 1, and clearly CF is onto, so C)l, E Sym (m). 
It is straightforward to show 
(2) If 0 E Sym (n, cf (p)) and ,8, y E VMa with p#y, then BP n BF=O. 
For c E Sym (n, cf (p)) define (T* as the composition of all Cz taken 
over all /3 E VMd. By (2) this G* is well-defined. Define y: Sym (n, cf (p)) -+ 
-+ Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p) by V)(G) = o*/Sym (VZ, p). We will show that 91 
is the desired embedding. 
Let G, z E Sym (n, cf (p)) and set I’=iV, u .M,. Note that IT/ < cf (p), 
hence 1 Yrl <p. For each y E Yr let T,= {/3: y E Bij’). 
(3) If y E Yr, then [Tyl < cf (p). 
This follows since for any o( E r there is at most one p with y =xz, 
hence IT,,] G IQ < cf (p). 
(4) I usqB;l< cf(ioh 
This follows from (3), from IBil< cf (p) for #? E T,, and from the fact 
that cf (p) is a regular cardinal. 
A straightforward argument yields 
(5) wr= u ysyr uBfTy 6 
(‘4 I JP <P* 
We have 
I Wrl = I Uycyr Uwy BiI by (5) 
Q Eyfyr 1 UwyB$!. 
If p is regular (6) then follows, and if p is singular, then (6) follows 
since 
ZIyayr I UmyGI G sEYr cf(p,) by (4) 
= 1 Yrl * cf (p) 
<p since 1 Yrl <p and cf (p)<p. 
(7) Bi n Yr= 0 implies (GZ)* r Bi= (u*z*) p Bi. 
To prove (7) let x E Bi with Bg n Yr= 0, then there is a unique 1 E r 
such that x=x$. We first show that (o-c)*(xb) =~;a’“‘. Let M* =1M,. 
Since Bi n Yr= 0 it follows that Bf* n YM” = 0, so if 1 E .M* the desired 
result follows. On the other hand if Z $ M*, then (oz)*& = xb = x7(“‘. Next 
we show that G*z*(x~) =x7’“‘. It is easily shown that BP n YMr= 0 and 
BP n YMo=O. If 1 EM, and z(Z) EM,, then o*z*(x$) = CT*X~$‘)=X~(~), and 
if I E M, and t(Z) $ Mb, then o*(x$“‘) = ~3’) so o*z*(x$) = o*xtg”‘= ~lg(~)=$(~). 
Finally, if 1 $ M,, then I E M, and (0*7*)x; = 8%; = z$‘) = XT(‘). 
(8) If N= ugcp BF, then G*Z* P (m-iV)=(ciz)* P (m-N). 
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This follows since x E m-N implies (cr.z)*x = x = C*Z*X. 
(9) (CT)* r (m- Wr)=~*~* p (~6-- w’). 
This follows from (7) and (8) since m - Wr C (m-N) u Zr. 
From (6) and (9) we see that for any C, z E Sym (n, cf (p)), o*r*/Sym 
(m, p) = (oz)*/Sym (m, p). Thus I = y(g) *p(r). All that remains to be 
shown is that pl is 1- 1. To this end it suffices to show 
(10) If Q)(G) =identity, then M,= 0. 
Suppose 1 E M,, we show that G* moves p elements of YI, hence 
~(a) = o*/Sym (m, p) f; identity. Let Bk = BP and Y’ = YMo, then note that 
X=(/Y: B; n Y’#O)= u,qy/ {/3: y E Bi}. We can show that IX] <p in the 
same way we proved (6) above. Now LT* moves xi whenever Bk CT Y’ = 0, 
so o* moves p distinct elements of Yl by (2). 
In the following corollaries we note some interesting consequences of 
theorem 3. Given a group G and a normal subgroup H of G we say that 
G splits over H if there is a subgroup K of G such that G= H + K and 
H A K = {e}. We note in particular that if G splits over H, then G/H 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of G. 
The first corollary follows easily from theorems 2 and 3. 
COROLLARY 1. If A( m, n, p) holds for infinite cardinals m, n, p with 
n>m, then Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p) is not embeddable into Sym (m)l for 
any set I. 
From theorem 21 of [8] it follows that the hypotheses of corollary 1 
can be replaced by m < rnp ; this also applies to corollary 2 below. 
In the next corollaries we give some results improving theorem 11.5.2 
in [5] and partially answering a question on pg. 317 of [5]. 
COROLLARY 2. If A(m, n, p) holds for infinite cardinals m, n, p with 
n>m, then Sym (m, p+) does not split over Sym (m, p). 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary, then we obtain a chain of embeddings 
SY~ Cm+, cf (~1) into Sym (n, cf (p)) into Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p) into 
Sym (m, pf) into Sym (m) which contradicts theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 3. If p, q > 1 and p is the least cardinal such that qp > m > o, 
then 
Sym W, cf (PP)) is embeddable into Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p), 
Sym (m, p+)/Sym (m, p) is not embeddable into Sym (m)l for any set I, 
Sym (m, p+) does not split over Sym (m, p). 
PROOF. That A(m, q”, p) holds in this case follows from theorem 7 
in [S]. 
COROLLARY 4. Sym (Zw, CO) is embeddable into Sym (co)/Sym (CO, CO). 
PROOF. That A(w, 2”, CO) holds follows from corollary 12 of [8]. 
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COROLLARY 5. For any infinite cardinal m, 
Sym (mf, cf (m)) is embeddable into Sym (m)/Sym (m, m), 
Sym (m)/Sym (m, m) is not embeddable into Sym (m)I for any set I, 
Sym (m) does not split over Sym (m, m). 
PROOF. That A(m, rnf: m) holds follows from theorem 1, p. 451 in [7]. 
Note that the second part of this corollary is a slight generalization of 
corollary 3 in [4]. 
The author is indebted to Professor D. Monk for pointing out the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 6. For any regular cardinal p, and all infinite cardinals n 
there is an m>n u p such that if m+>r >p, then Sym (m, r) does not 
split over Sym (m, p). 
PROOF. We use the well-known set-theoretical result that for any 
regular cardinal p and all infinite cardinals n there is an m>n v p such 
that mp >m and for all q <p, mq<m. From corollary 3 Sym (m, p+) does 
not split over Sym (m, p) and the desired result then easily follows. 
DEBINITION 1. For each infinite cardinal 01, define a class of groups P, 
as follows : G E P, iff G satisfies the four conditions 
I). G has distinct generators {aO: 7 <a}, {b,: 17 < 011, 
II). at=1 and b?,=l for all ??<a, 
III). allay = wh b,b,=b,b,, a&,= b,a, for 7, y<ol with r# y, 
IV). There is a c E G such that c # 1 and for all ye < 01, a$,aqb,=c. 
Groups satisfying I).-IV). were introduced by MC KENZIE in [a]. 
THEOREM 4. For each infinite cardinal 01, P, contains only one group 
up to isomorphism. 
PROOF. A detailed proof is straightforward but rather lengthy; we 
shall give a brief sketch. Using the facts that c is in the center and c2 = 1 
one shows that if G E P, and a E G, then a can be written in the form 
ai,. . . . . agnbj, - . . . . bj,ck where 1 {ii, . . . , in>] = n, 1 {ji, . . . , j,}i = m, and i% = 0 
or k= 1. If 1 =ailil . . . -ai,b*,- . . . . bj,ck, then multiplying from the left by 
c = atlbqQtl, at,, btl, ai, successively, and then from the right by bi, 
would give c= 1. Using this we can show that the representation for the 
elements of G is unique up to the arrangement of the at’s and the bj’s. 
Given groups G, H E P, a natural isomorphism between G and H can 
then be defined. 
DEFINITION 2. For each infinite cardinal a let C, be a unique repre- 
sentative from the class P,. 
THEOREM 5. Where y = 2”, C, is embeddable into Sym (co)/Sym (w, w). 
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LEMMA 1. For 3gn<w there exist sets 1~~: O<m<n-l)CSym(2n), 
{rm: O<m<n-1) C Sym (2n) such that 
i.) /(GO, . . . . ~~-2, ~0, . . . . -c+s)] =2(n- l), 
ii.) &=identity=& for Ogm<n--l, 
iii.) ~~~=~la~, Z~ZE=Z~Z~, znzal=alzm for O~rn, 1 <n- 1 and m#l, 
iv.) anzzma,zm=(01)(23) . . . (2n--2, an--l) for Ogm<n-1. 
PROOF. We proceed by induction on n. For n= 3 it can be verified 
that the permutations 
a= W@,W,4W) -co= (O,VW(W(2,~) 
al= (W)(%W4W,~) rl= (O,W,W,W44) 
work.Assumethelemmaforn=k,say {ai:O<m<k--1}, (&:O~m<k--1) 
are contained in Sym (29 and have properties i.)-iv.). For Ogm <Ic-- 1 
and O<Z< 2k+r define 
0%) if 0<1!g2~--1 
ak+‘V)= ( a&(Z-2k)+2k if 2k<lgZk+l--1, 
and similarly for I$+‘. Set 
at?:= (0,2k)(1,2k+ 1) . . . (2k-- 1,2k+l- 1) 
z$‘r:= (0,1)(2,3) . . . (2k-2,2k-1). 
One can now check that (a:+‘: O~mgk- 11, {&‘l: O~mck- l> have 
the desired properties. 
LEMMA 2. (Monk) There is a family 9 = (fa : 0 < oc < 2”) C mw such that 
fa maps n into n for each n> 2 and if 01 #p, then ]{i: f&i= fpi}l <co, so 
191 = 2”. 
PROOF. By lemma 1.27 of [3] let 9 C mu be such that (Fl= 2”, f E % 
implies f(n) < 2” for n E co, and f, g E 9 with f #g implies (n: fn=gn} is 
finite. For n > 1 let n’ be the unique integer i such that 28 <n< 2i+l. For 
fg9 define F~E~u) by Pf(l)=l and Ff(n)=fn’ for n>l. For n>l, 
lif(n) = fn’ < 2n’<n, so Ff maps n into n. Also assuming f #g choose i 
such that for all j> i, f(j) #g(j), then n > 28 implies n’ 2 i, hence Ff(n) = 
=fn’#gn’=F,(n). 
For the proof of theorem 5, define a sequence of natural numbers as 
follows : as= 0, and having defined an, set an+1 = an + 2%. For n > 3 set 
A, = (i : a, g i < a,+r}. Clearly the An’s are pairwise disjoint and /Ani = 2%. 
By lemma 1 choose (aZ:O<oc<n-1)CSym (An), and {rZ:O~~wn-l}C 
C Sym (An) having properties i.)-iv.) of that lemma where zZa”,z”,o”,= 
=(~n,~n+l)...(~n+2”-2,~n+2~-l).Let~beafamilyasinlemma2. 
For ~<2”‘, rnEw let f(q,m)=fq( m and let a$ be the product of the ) 
disjoint cycles a&,,,,-21 for m>3; let trl be the product of the disjoint 
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cycles &,,,,+2) for m> 3; and let 5 be the product of the transpositions 
(2i, 2i+l) for i E 0. Por q<2” define o:, E Sym (w)/Sym (0, co) by oh= 
= o,,/Sym (CO, CO) and similarly for r; and 6;. The reader can now verify 
that the group generated by (0; : ye < 2”) v {xi : q < 2”> is isomorphic to Cs,. 
COROLLARY. Sym (co)/Sym ( CO, CO) is not embeddable into Sym (m, 2”) 
for any cardinal m. 
PROOF. Suppose the contrary, then we would have C,, is embeddable 
into Sym (m, 29 contrary to theorem 4 in [4]. 
DEFINITION 3. For each infinite cardinal 01, let P, be the class of all 
filters on DI which contain all subsets of a whose complements have power 
less than 01. 
THEOREM 6. Let 01 be an infinite cardinal and let % E F,. If 
G= Sym (a)“/g and A(m, n, 01), then G(n) is embeddable into G. 
PROOF. Assume the hypotheses and let { Yg: p<ol> be a family of 
pairwise-disjoint subsets of 01 such that 1 YsI =ct for all B<ol. Let 
Y= {By: y <n} be the family given by A(Lx, n, cc) ; for y <n let fY be a 
1 - 1 map from 01 onto B,, and for i E DE let g(y, i) = fy(i). For y, 6 <n with 
y#6 we have I{i: fy(i)=fs(i)}j<I{i: f,,(i) EBB n Bs)l<a. For ,8<01 define 
Ho C Sym (CX) by HP= (CT E Sym (a) : OX=X for all x E DI - Y,>, then 
HP s Sym (a). For y<n set G,=Pj,,Ky/F, where Kf’=HB(y.iJ if j=g(y, i) 
for some i, and K$‘= (e} if j is not in the range of fY. We have 
G,, 2 Sym (o1)“/P = G, and G,, E G for y<n. Letting G’=SgG(U,<nGy), 
we show that G’= cyC., G,, hence G’ s G(n). First we show 
(1) MO n SgG (~j=l,~ Mi) = (e> whenever MO= Gy, and Ml = G,(r) with 
(74 Y(l), .-.9 y(m)) C n and I{Y, y(l), ..-, y(m))1 =m+ 1. 
If z’ E B-0, then z’ = r/P where z E Pic,K$. Also, if z’ E Sgo (u~-L,~ iklf), 
then z’ = (SJ9). . . . . (Sk/P) = 81. . . . . &/9 where &/9 E ~j=i,~ .ikCj for 
l<l<k. Setting B’={/~<cc:~~=(c?I. . . . .&)p} we have B’E~. Since 
1(/l E B’ : z,4 # identity and (~91. . . . . &)p# identity}/ <DC there is a T E F 
such that T C B’ and ti =identity for all i E T, hence z’ =identity. Next, 
(2) MO is a normal subgroup of SgG ((uj =I,~ Ivr,) u NO) whenever 
{MI: O<Z<m) C {Gy: yen}. 
We show that if z’ E MO and if 6’ E Sgo (~1 =I,~ My), then S’r’(B’)-1 E MO. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that 6’ E MI, then where Mo=Gy and 
Ml = Gp we have z’=t/P, S’=S/9 where z E Pi,JCi and B E P&ICf. Set 
A={$ Kr#{ > e and Kf#(e}}, then IAl<oc so a--AE~‘. Thus, LX-AC 
C {j : Siq(Sj)-1 = q} = A’, hence A’ E 9 and z’ = B’z’(B’)-1. 
From (1) and (2) we have G’ = zyC 12 G,, as desired. 
COROLLARY 1. If F E PO and G= Sym (oJ)“/~, then G(@) is embed- 
dable into G ; and if F E P, for CC> w and G = Sym (a)“/? we have G@+) 
is embeddable into G. 
11 Indagationes 
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PROOF. See the proofs of corollaries 4 and 5 of theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 2. If 9 E F, for some infinite cardinal 01, then Sym (a)“/9 
is not embeddable into Sym (a). 
PROOF. If this were not true we would contradict theorem 2 of [4] 
via theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. If 01 is an infinite cardinal, 9 E P,, and A(ol, n, 01), then 
C, is embeddable into Sym (a)&/$-. 
PROOF. Assume the hypotheses and let Y = { Yb: j3 < n} be the family 
given by A(&, n, a). For B < n let fs be a 1 - 1 map from a onto Y,s. Let 
(0~: p< a}, {za: /l< a> be subsets of Sym (B) satisfying conditions I).-IV). 
of definition 1. For ,8 < n and y < 01 set f(p, y) =/P(Y) and define offi, zf~ E 
E Sym (0~)~ by ofs= (craft.,&< a and zf~= (zfc~.~&~. It is easily verified that 
{ofg/9 : p < n}, {zf,/S : t!? < n> satisfy conditions I.)-IV). of definition 1, 
so by theorem 4, C, is embeddable into Sym (a)“/g. 
COROLLARY 1. If 9 E F,, then Czw is embeddable into Sym (oJ)“/~, 
and if 9 E F, with ol> CO, then C,+ is embeddable into Sym (&)“/9. 
COROLLARY 2. If 9 E P,, then Sym (oJ)“/~ is not embeddable into 
Sym (X, 2O) for any set X, and if $ E F, with oc> o, then Sym (a)“/9 
is not embeddable into Sym (X, a+) for any set X. 
PROOF. This corollary follows by theorem 7 above and from theorem 4 
of [4]. 
THEOREM 8. If I is any set and 01 is an infinite cardinal, then Sym (a) 
is not embeddable into Sym (oc, o)l. 
PROOF. The result is clear if I is finite, so assume that I is infinite. 
We show that there is a o E Sym (a) such that O(G) = 2 and for all n E OJ 
there is a zn E Sym (a) such that zE= G’, but no such element exists in 
Sym (a, CO)~. Let G be the product of the transpositions (2i, 2i+ 1) for 
i E w, then ~9 is the identity. For n, i E w let 
(z& = (2in, 2in + 2, . . . , 2in+(2n-2), 2in+l, 2in+3, . . . . 2in+(2n-1)), 
and let zn be the product of the (z,)t for i E CO. It is straightforward to 
check that rE= G. Suppose there is a G E Sym (01, OJ)I such that O(O) = 2 
and for all n E w there is a rn E Sym (cc, o)l such that Z= CT. Since O(G) = 2 
there is an i E 1 such that 0(5~)= 2. Also, for all n E w, ((-c,)i)~= oi, so we 
may assume o’, Z~ E Sym (01, CO) for all n E w. If O(G)= 2, then O= (xi, x2) . . . 
. . . (~~-1, x,) where the 2-cycles are disjoint. Choose 23 E w such that 
2p>m, let k: = 2~, and choose z E Sym (a, CO) such that rk= cr. Where 
z = zi . . . z, and all the q’s are disjoint cycles we have ok = z: . . . ri. Thus 
d=(yi, 2~s) . . . (yl-1, yz) where Z,tm and (9~: 1 qigl} C (q: 1 qjgm). 
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Where z1 = (~1, . . . , ut) and k=rt+s with O<s<t we have z:=zi= 
= (yi, ys) . . . (V-J-~, yl). From this it follows that t is even, s = t/2, and I =t, 
so 2~ = rt + t/2 and 2p+r= t(2rf 1). This is a contradiction unless r = 0, but 
if r= 0, then 2~=k=s<t =I <m<2p, again a contradiction. 
Many interesting problems remain unsolved. An infinite group G with 
1 G/ = oc is called universal if every group H with 1 HI Q LX can be embedded 
into G. Of utmost interest is whether any of the groups Sym (/?)/Sym (,O, ,B) 
are universal when p is an infinite cardinal. Are any of the reduced powers 
Sym (cx)“/~ universal 1 Can the results of theorem 3 be improved to yield: 
if w <p <q< m+, then Sym (m, q) does not split over Sym (m, p). Is it 
true that if Sym (m, n+)/Sym (m, n) g Sym (p, q+)/Sym (p, q), then m=p 
and n=q (see p. 317 of [5]). Can theorem 5 be generalized to say that 
@,,,+ is embeddable into Sym (m)/Sym (m, p) for m>p>co? 
In closing, the author would like to express his appreciation to the 
reviewer for his many helpful comments and suggestions. 
National Center for Atmospheric Research 
Boulder, Colorado 80302 
(NCAR is sponsored by the National Science Foundation) 
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